
K-Lift

Age Management System



Energize. Lift. Transform.

K-Lift Takes Skin Rejuvenation to a New Level
This advanced system integrates the strength of three modalities of Kinetic  

energy — energy in motion — which work in harmony with the body’s natural energy 

to target the underlying causes and factors associated with aging.
 

 Visible Light Energy (Photobiostimulation)

 Electron Energy (Impulse MicroCurrent)

 Magnetic Energy (Transdermal Delivery)

Targets all layers of the skin for visible results…
 

 Lifts and Tones Facial Muscles

 Increases Collagen Production

 Reduces Lines and Smoothes Wrinkles

 Tightens Facial Contours

Multi-Phase Rejuvenation
Integrating the energy technologies achieves multilayer skin rejuvenation  

throughout the three treatment phases:

Phase I/K-Light

Stimulates Energy Points and Warms the Skin

Utilizes a 640 nm Red Spectrum Light that energizes the mitochondria, the power 

center of the cell to restore cell function to younger levels, accelerates the cell’s 

repair mechanism and improves the cell detoxification process.

Phase II/K-Firm

Tones and Lifts the Muscles, Stimulates Collagen Production

Impulsed MicroCurrent technology triggers DNA regeneration and cell repair,  

re-educates and rejuvenates muscle tissue and redefines facial contours.  

Automatically adjusts to skin resistance.
 

Phase III/K-Fusion

Transdermal Delivery Penetration of Key Nutrients into the Skin

A cutting-edge technology that infuses essential nutrients into the skin to  

promote collagen regeneration, skin oxygenation and lymphatic circulation.

 K-Lift Synergistic Technologies
K-Light
Photobiostimulation +  
Impulse MicroCurrent

K-Firm  
Impulse MicroCurrent

K-Fusion 
Transdermal Delivery

640 nm Red Spectrum 
Light

Triggers DNA regeneration 
and cell repair

Utilizes a Bi-polar balanced 
wave current to help penetrate 
topical ingredients into the 
skin

Increases collagen  
production up to 5x (NASA)

Rejuvenates muscle tissue

Restores cell function to 
younger levels

Tones and lifts muscles Applies cutting-edge  
technology to oxygenate the 
skin by increasing blood flow 
and improving lymphatic 
circulation

Accelerates cell repair Redefines facial contour by  
stimulating muscle receptorsImproves cell membrane  

permeability

Increases detoxification
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Treatments

Youth Accelerator Facial, 60 minutes
Transform your skin with this modern age-management treatment.  
Includes a deep cleansing and exfoliating multi-acid peel for the face and  
neck. Receive 40 minutes of LED Red Light and Impulse MicroCurrent to help 
awaken cell function to younger levels, re-educate muscle tone and trigger 
DNA regeneration and cell repair. Treatment concludes with the infusion of  
essential nutrients into the deep layers of the skin using cutting-edge  
Transdermal Delivery technology.

Advanced Lifting Facial, 90 minutes
Take your skin to the next level of transformation with this modern age-  
management treatment. Includes a deep cleansing and exfoliating multi-acid 
peel for the face and neck. Receive 60 minutes of LED Red Light and Impulse 
MicroCurrent to help awaken cell functions to younger levels, accelerate repair 
mechanism, re-educate muscle tone and trigger DNA regeneration and cell  
repair.  Treatment concludes with the infusion of essential nutrients into the 
deep layers of the skin using cutting-edge Transdermal Delivery technology. 

Express Treatments, 20 minutes each

Express Lift 
This preventive treatment is designed to maintain youthful cell energy, 
strengthen muscle tone and help delay the aging process. Recommended after 
a series of 6 Youth Accelerator or Advanced Lifting Facials to maintain the 
results.

Express Eyes
This targeted treatment provides immediate lifting and brightening around  
the eye area as it helps to diminish the look of fine lines and wrinkles.

 

Express Lips
Lip lines, lower cheeks and jaw area are toned and smoothed with  
this specialty treatment designed for the lip area.  Fine, feathery lines  
are smoothed and jaw muscles are lifted to help achieve a more  
youthful-looking appearance.

 

Express Congestion
This treatment is designed to help draw out excess sebum from oily skin while 
increasing lymphatic drainage to reduce puffiness and enhance circulation.


